AURA AIR KILLS 99.9%
OF VIRUSES AND
BACTERIA
THE WORLD’S SMARTEST
AIR MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM

The most advanced purification & disinfection technology
Aura Air detects, captures, and kills 99.9% of viruses (including Corona and Flu), bacteria, mold, and VOCs so you
can breathe freely. It removes airborne particles as small as 0.3 microns, including dust, allergens, and viruses purifying the air you breath!

Pure air in 4 steps
Pre - filtration

Filters large particles: dust, pollen,
insects, and animal hair

Ray - filtration

3 patented antibacterial layers: HEPA,
Carbon, Smart Copper Fabric

Sterionization

Creating pure air with our patented
technology with positive and negative ions

UVC LEDS

Kills bacteria, viruses, parasites by
destroying proteins on the cell membrane
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What Else Makes Aura
Air Unique?

The Power of an
AI Enabled Air Purifier

Tested by the Sheba Medical Center to be effective
on a variety of pollutants - Medically approved by
WELL Building Standard to enhance human health
and wellbeing.

Knows the air quality in the room and outside and
makes recommendations to modify the air
purification process.
Can be personalized – ex. If someone is allergic to
dust, you can modify the system to eliminate dust
quicker.

AI enabled with a unique algorithm that allows for
the ability to control hundreds of devises in
real-time via one platform with live data analytics.

Knows when there are more people in the room so
as to adjust the purification process.

Aura’s AI algorithm allows for personalization of the
air quality experience to the users particular needs
and health necessities.

All Aura Air purifiers in a building can be centrally
monitored so that you know the air quality in each
room.

Compact and wall mounted – great for residential
or commercial use with effortless maintenance.
Easy installation (4 screws). Plug and play - just
connect to wifi and pair your Aura to the app.
Also serves as a CO2 and Smoke Detector for
added security and safety.

Data-Driven Air Quality Based on
User Algorithm Through 4 Steps
Aura detects indoor and outdoor air quality based
on real-time monitoring through an array of smart
sensors.
You can control, define, and modify the settings
– changing functionality of your Aura Air devices
according to what matters most to you.
Aura filters disinfects air through 4 unique stages:
Pre-filer, Ray-filter, Steronization, UVC.
Aura Quality data is monitored in real-time to provide
smart insights and recommendations.
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